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Triple Rig
Brushed Location
Temporary Seeding

• Where exposed soil surfaces are not to be worked for periods longer than 21 days.
• Where runoff will go directly into a stream.
• A permanent vegetative cover shall be applied to areas left unworked for more than 6 months.
Beginning Construction
Seed When on Grade
Soaking Slope to be Seeded
Slope in one Week
Interlocking Matting Boards
Locking Mats in Place
Water Control in Place
Two Weeks Later
Berm Drains In Place
Maintenance

• All re-vegetated access roads and well sites are to be maintained throughout the life of the well.

• Culverts, road ditches, etc., must be maintained in proper working order.

• Whenever the soil is disturbed on any well site or road by well-related activity, it will be re-vegetated.
Ditch Maintenance
Surface Slip Repair
Slope Tracking
Lasting Reclamation
Marcellus Location
Reclaiming Location
Road to Location
Reclaimed Road and Location